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Abstract— Fast Multiplication is one of the most 

momentous parts in any processor speed which progresses 

the speed of the manoeuvre like in exceptional application 

processor like Digital signal processor (DSPs). In this paper 

Implementation of Vedic Multiplier in Image Compression 

using DWT Algorithm is being in attendance. The DWT is 

used to crumble the image into different group of images 

and the research work in this paper represents the 

effectiveness of Urdhva Triyagbhyam Vedic Method in 

Image firmness for burgeoning which smacks a difference in 

authentic process of multiplication itself.A novelVedic 

multiplier with less number of half adders and Full Addersis 

proposed in order to overcome such an error. Simulation is 

done in Matlab2008a and Modelsim10.0b.Synthesis and 

Implementation is performed by Xilinx 14. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image compression is minimizing the size in bytes of a 

graphics file without undignified the quality of the image to 

a deplorable level. It reduces the time required for images to 

be sent over the Internet or downloaded from Web pages. 

The diminution in file size allows more images to be layed 

up in a given amount of disk or memory space. 

The purpose of Image Compression is mainly to 

condense inappropriateness and laying – off the image data 

in order to be able to store or transmit data in an efficient 

form. There are two types of image compression present 

named lossy and lossless.  

In lossless compression technique the reconstructed 

image after compression is identical to original image. 

These images are also called noise less, since they do not 

add noise to signal image. This is also known as entropy 

coding. Loss less compression technique is used only for a 

few applications with severe requirement such as medical 

imaging.  Lossy compression technique is widely used 

because the quality of reconstructed images is enough for 

most applications. In this technique the decompressed image 

is not identical to original image but reasonably closed to it. 

In general, lossy techniques provide for greater compression 

ratios than lossless techniques that are lossless compression 

gives good quality of compressed images but yields only 

less compression whereas the lossy compression techniques 

lead to loss of data with higher compression ratio. 

II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 

A. What Is Discrete Wavelet Transform? 

Wavelet supported coding provides extensive enhancement 

in picture quality at high compression ratios mainly due to 

better energy compaction assets of wavelet transforms. 

Wavelets are utilities which allow data analysis of signals or 

images, according to scales or resolutions. Wavelet 

Transform has become an important method for image 

compression. The DWT symbolizes an image as a sum of 

wavelet functions, known as wavelets, with different 

location and scale. It represents the data into a set of high 

pass (detail) and low pass (approximate) coefficients. The 

input data is passed through set of low pass and high pass 

filters. The output of high pass and low pass filters are down 

illustrated by 2.The output from low pass filter is an 

approximate coefficient and the output from the high pass 

filter is a detail coefficient. 

III. LIFTING BASED DWT SCHEME 

 
Fig. 1: & Fig. 2: 

The offered figure i.e. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 bear a resemblance 

to the pinnacle echelon structural design for 1D DWT. 

There are various stages of the high pass and low pass filters 

that are used in order to haul out the detailed considerations 

of X; which is the applied input that decomposes into 

several sub bands of low and high frequency components for 

this extraction of parameters. When a two level 

decomposition is to be computed then two 1D DWT 

computations are carried out in both flat and at right angles 

direction for an input image and the inverse DWT process 

coalesces the decomposed image sub bands to unique signal. 

It’s only the symmetric chattels and the inverse property of 

low pas and high pas filter coefficients that the re – 

enactment of the image is possible in any sort.YLL, YLH, 

YHL and YHH are the four sub components which came 

into subsistence after the decomposition of the applied input 

X (n1 and n2) and is called as the one level decomposition. 

Whereas the two level decomposition stage occurs when the 

sub component of one level decomposition YLL; 

decomposes into four other sub band components. 

And till the requisite quality is acquired, the above 

process is made continued as per the design requirements. 

The widely used computation adopted for image 

decomposition is only the “Lifting based DWT 

Computation” as every stage demands the low pass filters 

and high pass filters with down sampling by 2. 
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Lifting scheme is used so that filters can be decomposed 

into auxiliary steps as the numbers of operations to be 

performed are condensed by half by this Lifting scheme. 

Lifting scheme is a type of modus operandi that is used to 

realize the DWT architecture. 

Another benefit of the Lifting scheme is that it 

employs lesser memory due to the fact that computation 

time in this scheme is very less. So by that the inverse 

transform becomes so trouble – free and the execution of the 

algorithm is very fast by the implementation of the Lifting 

scheme. 

 
Fig. : Lofting Based DWT Scheme Block Diagram 

This is the block diagram of Lifting Based DWT 

Scheme. 

IV. VEDIC MULTIPLIER 

Vedic mathematics is part of four Vedas (known as books of 

wisdom). It is a part of Sthapatya- Veda (which is a book on 

civil engineering and architecture), which is an upa-veda 

(appendage) of Atharva Veda. It covers elucidation of 

several modern mathematical terms including arithmetic, 

geometry (plane, co-ordinate), trigonometry, quadratic 

equations, factorization and even calculus. Vedic 

mathematics is the name given to the ancient Indian system 

of mathematics that was relived in early twentieth century. 

Vedic mathematics is mainly based on sixteen ethics or 

word-formulae which are termed as Sutras. A simple digital 

multiplier (referred as Vedic multiplier) architecture based 

on the Urdhva Triyakbhyam (Vertically and Cross wise) 

Sutra is accessible. This Sutra was traditionally used in 

ancient India for the multiplication of two decimal numbers 

in moderately less time. Vedic multiplication based on 

Urdhava Tiryakbhyam sutra is discussed below: 

V. URDHAVA TIRYAKBHYAM 

Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra is general multiplication formula 

applicable to all case of multiplication. It is based on a novel 

concept through which generation of all partial products can 

be done them; synchronized addition of these partial 

products can be done. Thus parallelism in generation of 

partial product is obtained by using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam 

sutra.  The summation of the parallel product is done by 

using a high power carry save adder. The partial products 

and their sums are calculating in parallel blocks, so the 

multiplier path delay will not contribute to the critical path 

delay of the system. 

The algorithm can be generalized for “n x n” bit 

number. Since the partial products and their sums are 

calculated in parallel, the multiplier is sovereign of the clock 

frequency of the processor. Thus the multiplier will require 

the same amount of time to calculate the product and hence 

is independent of the clock frequency.  The net advantage is 

that it reduces the need of microprocessors to operate at 

increasingly high clock frequencies. While a higher clock 

frequency generally results in increased processing power, 

its disadvantage is that it also increases power dissipation 

which results in higher device operating temperatures. By 

adopting the Vedic multiplier, microprocessors designers 

can easily circumvent these problems to avoid catastrophic 

device failures. The processing power of multiplier can 

easily be increased by increasing the input and output data 

bus widths since it has a quite a regular structure. Due to its 

regular structure, it can be easily layout in a silicon chip. 

The Multiplier has the advantage that as the number of bits 

increases, gate delay and area increases very slowly as 

compared to other multipliers. Therefore it is time, space 

and power efficient. 

VI. METHODOLOGY OF PARALLEL CALCULATION 

 
Fig. :  Multiplication of two decimal numbers by Urdhava 

Tiryakbhyam 

VII. PROPOSED MULTILEVEL DWT WITH MODIFIED VEDIC 

MULTIPLIER 

On a whole the Modified Vedic Multiplier is just 

contemplated to rectify the errors and to dwindle the overall 

usage of the half and full adders during the process when the 

carry level is set at 1. And the folded information comprises 

of the one dimensional DWT module and memory storage 

component too, where the temporal memory, frame memory 

and the transposition memory are the parts of the memory 

module. The necessity to store the low – low sub band for 

the level by level computation of Multi level DWT is done 

by the Frame Memory that can be presented either on chip 

or external whereas the intermediate values which is the 

result of row is processing is done by the Transposition 

memory. 
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Fig. : Block Diagram of the Proposed DWT Architeture 

The use of the temporal memory is just to store the partial 

result of the column processor. And both the transposition 

and temporal memory are on chip memory. 

In order to increase the resolution of an image the 

Four – Level DWT is applied rather than just the 

conventional DWT. 

 
Fig. : Block Diagram of Modifide Vedie Multipler for FIR 

Filter Of DWT 

VIII. RESULT 

In the above figure the Modified Structure Diagram of the 

Vedic Multiplier is shown. 

 
When the carry output will be 1 it provides the exact result 

 
In this structure less number of half adders and full adder are 

used in modified Vedic multiplier, to curtail the area and 

delay than the stereotyped Vedic multiplier. 

 
So 22 half adder is reduced in the modified full adder. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, “Implementation of Vedic Multiplier in Image 

Compression Using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

Algorithm” with modified Vedic multipliers is presented.  

An efficient multiplier which is known as the Modified 

Vedic Multiplier has been proposed for the Multi Level 

DWT which provides the low area and less delay because it 

uses the low number of full and half adder rather than a 

ripple carry adder. 

The whole design was implemented on the Xilinx 

14.1Spartan 3 XC3S50 FPGA device. Analogous study of 

the Multi Level DWT with Regular Vedic Multiplier and 

Modified Vedic Multiplier was done in this whole paper 

which provides the result as the Modified one had shown 

much reduction in device utilization than the Regular one. 

So here bring down the curtain and concluded that; 

Modified Vedic Multiplier based Multilevel DWT indulges 
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an adequate method for reducing the power divertissement 

and area of MAC unit of the FIR Filter -DWT. 
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